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Lotus At The Los Angeles Auto Show
Lotus usually makes its big announcements for the US at the Los Angeles Auto Show and they did it again this year.
The biggest news is that Arnie Johnson is back at Lotus Cars USA. Arnie was instrumental in bringing the Elise to the US,
but was dumped by Lotus around the time that the US Elise went on sale. He will be involved with dealer relations.
Two new models were introduced at the LA Auto Show. First, there was the Elise SC, a lightweight supercharger that takes
the Elise up to 220 bhp and 153 lb-ft. The supercharger is integral with the intake manifold and there is no intercooler.
Base price is $54,500. Lotus will apparently eventually release a supercharger upgrade kit. And then there was the Elise
California. This is another paint and trim limited production run model, 25 in ardent red and 25 in saffron yellow.
The Two-Eleven track car also appeared at the show.
As far as future models, according to a report on EliseTalk (uh, er, LotusTalk), “Eagle [code name for a new model between
the Elise and Esprit] is one the way. Parts are now in production and things are going very well. Expect a product rollout
towards the end of 2008 in certain countries and then release to the US market in late spring of 2009.
“[The new] Esprit is following on the heals, perhaps 2 years later. It will use the same platform as the Eagle, but it may be
slightly wider.
“Eagle uses a new platform and forged aluminum suspension bits. The Eagle will be a 2+2 and then a 2+0 sedan. There
will variants and upgrades released each year over a 6 year period at which time, there will be a new model to replace it. It
will use a V6 from a well known manufacturer.
“The pictures of the Eagle being shown around the internet are not accurate. Same with the Esprit mostly.”

ELCC Holiday Party
When: Saturday, December 8th, 6PM
Where: 23917 94th Ave. S, Kent, WA 98031
Host:
James Ochs, (206)229-0383
The annual ELCC Holiday Party has moved!
It's time once again for the ELCC Holiday Party! James Ochs has very graciously offered to be our host this year. He'll
provide the main dish (I think it will be turkey) as well as soft drinks and sparkling water. It's up to the rest of us to provide
the other dishes and beverages, potluck style. Except, in order to eliminate some of the 'luck' part, how about we each
include what we can bring in our replies? Generally, we'll need other main/side dishes, salads, deserts and wine.
And don't forget the gift exchange! Bring a Lotus-related gift in the $20-30 dollar range and we'll trade gifts around with a
system involves both cheery good-will and a decent helping of deviousness.
Directions:
• From I-405 in Renton, take the Hwy 167 South (towards Auburn) exit.
• Take the 84th Street exit and turn Left at the end of the ramp.
• Continue on the road as heads into downtown Kent and becomes N. Central Ave.
• Turn Left onto James St.
• Continue on the road as it becomes S. 240th St. and goes up the hill.
• Turn Left at the traffic signal onto 94th Ave.
• 23917 is the second house on the Left. It is stone and yellow with a wrap-around drive.

ELCC Officers Meeting
When: Tuesday, January 15th, 7PM
Where: Dave’s Diner and Brew, SeaTac, WA
This is the annual get-together of the club officers to do planning for the year, make sure that we have enough money to do
everything that we would like to. It is open to any club member interested in falling asleep as we go over the minutiae of
running the club, but you should call to let us know that you will be attending so that a large enough table can be reserved.

Editor’s Note
This is the penultimate newsletter for the year. It should
have been the last one, but I combined the August and September newsletters, so, in order for the annual newsletter
count to come out right, I need to do separate November and
December newsletters.
The above also means that this is the penultimate newsletter
for me. Given the lack of volunteers for the editor position
that I noted in the last newsletter, what does that mean come
January?
It turns out that there were not one, not two, but three volunteers for the newsletter editor position. Well, two-and-ahalf. Maybe two. I’ll announce who has volunteered at the
Holiday Party and in the next newsletter.
In other newsletter news, I was supposed to be in Los Angeles for the Auto Show and the “big” announcement from
Lotus. However, fate seemed to conspire against that happening and I didn’t make it. Hint for future reference: When
one applies for media credentials at the last minute, one
should supply one’s home address, not ELCC’s address.
On the plus side, I now have a nice, shiny, unused media
credential for the L.A. Auto Show.
I apologize for the lack of good info in the L.A. Auto Show
article on the cover. I now really wished that I had just gone
down and figured out how to get a replacement credential
there.
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More Miscellaneous Lotus News
Bonhams will be auctioning one of two ex-Team Lotus
Cortina. If you have seen a picture of a Cortina on three
wheels driven by Jim Clark, it was probably one of these
cars. The auction will take place in London on Dec 3. The
estimated selling price is between 60,000 and 80,000 GBP.
•
Dennis Ortenburger, author of books on the Type 14 Elite
and the Seven (and former editor of Stress Cracks, the
Lotus/West (L.A. area Lotus club) newsletter), recently put
the research materials that he collected for Legend of the
Lotus Seven up for auction. The material included “tons of
letters from owners, most dated late 1970s with their experiences and description of their Sevens, many with photographs, chassis numbers too. Dozens of negatives and proof
sheets of Sevens shot before 1980. Factory negatives (!) for
advertising photos. Scores of photographs, color and black
and white. Copies of virtually every Lotus Seven road test
published in the UK and USA prior to 1980. Copies of
Works brochures, adverts and records including a chassis
list for the Lotus 6. Early Caterham brochures and road
tests. All of the Caterham legal claims against Birkin, West-

field, et al including the little known court document in which
Birkin prevailed over Caterham. Covers the Series 1 through
the Series 4 including the Steele Brothers in Australia and the
South American Seven in Argentina and the Birkin in South
Africa, all built under license.”. The collection sold for
$1250.
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Classified Advertisements
Classified advertising for ELCC members is free. Pricing for
non-members is available on request. To submit ads and for
business ad rates, contact the Editor. Also, please remember
to inform the Editor when you want the ad to be removed.
For Sale: 1969 Lotus Europa S2 (type 65). White with black
interior, 68000 miles. BBS type wheels, $8900 OBO.
Michael
Johnston
(253)973-6893/(253)265-2392,
dianej@ix.netcom.com.
For Sale: 4 assorted tires (13") for early Lotus. $25 each.
Chuck Conti, 206-310-7884.
For Sale: 4 Cosmic wheels 6 x 5.5 x 13 with spacers, lug
nuts, and custom Lotus center caps. Good condition. $300.
Chuck Conti, 206-310-7884.
For Sale: 1970 Lotus Europa S2, light blue, 63k miles, excellent condition, runs and looks great, MiniLites with Bridgestone RE-71 tires, everything works (I fixed the brakes),
adjustable rear sway bar, some extra parts (cross-flow engine
in pieces, two transaxles one whole and one in pieces). The
first owner had it for about one year. I purchased from second

owner located in San Diego around October 1998, always
garaged, $7200 obo. jimtaylor@seanet.com.
For Sale: 1965 Volvo 122, gray, sedan, runs and drives
well, good original condition (great starter for a restoration), some extra parts, daily driver, new timing gear, new
radiator. Needs paint, headliner, and misc TLC, $2000 obo.
jimtaylor@seanet.com.
For Sale: 1985 Lotus Turbo Esprit. 45,000 miles. Used as
regular driver, Lotus maintained, BRG/Gold, BBS wheels,
CD, A/C, $15,800. (509) 447-3344 (Home). (509) 2802478 (Cell). Robert Ewens.
For Sale: 1970 Titan Mk6 Formula Ford. Available in the
spring. I am almost done restoring it, but have no desire to
race it. Offering for sale now to allow buyer to select paint
color, fuel tank capacity, etc. while it can still be easily
changed. Ground up restoration. Low hours on engine.
Lots of documentation. Spares package. $17000obo. Alan
Perry, alanp@snowmoose.com.

From The Chair
Thanksgiving has come and gone which I suppose means that
we’re in the heart of the holiday season now. I had arranged
for a little extra time off which I filled with the traditional
friends, family and overeating combo that is mandatory these
days. Not a bad little break before returning to dive into the
pre-holiday panic at work and the the frightening prospect of
air travel over my Christmas break. I hope you all had at least
as good a time as I had.

ELCC events are listed in BOLD
November
3-4
ACNW Track Days, Bremerton
28
NWARC Novice Drivers School, Bremerton
December
8
ELCC Holiday Party, James Ochs’ house, Kent
January
15
ELCC Officers Meeting
February
9
Tour of the Tom Armstrong Collection,
Issaquah

Car Clubs
ACNW: Audi Club Northwest
http://www.audiclubnw.org
BMWCCA: BMW Car Club - Puget Sound Region
425-481-9571
http://www.bmwpugetsound.com
CMCS: Corvette Marque Club of Seattle
425-486-2309
http://www.corvettemarqueclub.com
NWARC: Northwest Alfa Romeo Club
360-766-4405
http://www.nwalfaclub.com
WWSCC: Western Washington Sports Car Council
206-255-0658
http://www.wwscc.org
Racing Clubs
BSCC: Bremerton Sports Car Club
360-697-1761
http://www.bscc.net
CSCC: Cascade Sports Car Club, Portland, OR
503-543-8161
http://www.cascadesportscarclub.org
IRDC: International Race Drivers Club, Seattle, WA
206-781-8199
http://www.irdc-racing.com
ICSCC: International Conference of Sports Car Clubs
425-226-1338
http://www.icscc.com
SCCA: Sports Car Club of America, NW Region
206-292-0500
http://www.nwr-scca.org
SCCBC: Sports Car Club of British Columbia
604-824-7277
http://www.sccbc.net
SOVREN: Society of Vintage Racing Enthusiasts
206-232-4644
http://www.sovren.org
TC: Team Continental, Portland, OR
503-645-9058
http://www.teamcontinental.com

Chairman so you can see why I’ve got other things on my
mind right now. Which is all a long-winded way of saying
that I’m having a really hard time filling this space with
anything that has anything to do with the club. Writing this
column has always been the hardest part of the job for me
and right now I have little to draw from.
One thing that has been very interesting for me, especially
as a relatively new member compared to some of the lifers
in the club, is the archived newsletter section of our website. Don has done a great job filling out that back catalog
and I’m certain that the availability of those old newsletters
hasn’t gotten the attention that it deserves. You should go
check it out if you haven’t.

Somewhat relevant to this newsletter, I had a long list of carrelated projects I wanted to finish up during my time away
from work. Of course I got very little of it all done, but I did
get to fix a long standing clutch problem that I’ll add to my
slate of technical articles I hope to contribute once my retirement as Chairman becomes official. The problem I faced was
Thanks to Mark Sterner for hosting our last get-together at
that we’re rolling into the part of the year where I find it
his house. I had no idea of the depth of his collection of all
harder and harder to think about cars as a hobby instead of
things automotive. I only now understand why he has been
just my transportation through the gloom.
less that excited about my discovery of the automobilia
I’ve babbled plenty about my new garage here in this space, shop in Vancouver, BC. It’s because he already has all that
so I apologize for bringing it up yet again, but it was only this stuff. And probably more. One thing was learned, if my
past week that I realized that lying on the concrete slab in an skill at driving vintage race car simulations is anywhere
unheated space is thermodynamically about the same as lying near that bad in real life, I’m banned from competition
on a glacier, except for maybe a bit harder. When you couple worldwide. My driving is now classed as a cultural atrocity.
that level of inhospitality (yes, I know, boo hoo for me) with
I got a brief look into the events that are already being
the severely limited fun driving and track opportunities we’ll
planned for next year, and can safely report that it looks
face over the next few months, you’ll understand why the
like a fantastic line up of events. I won’t spoil anything by
Lotus isn’t the first, second or third thing on my mind.
revealing the details here, but it’s going to be a really fun
Then I have to face the fact that there’s no more Formula 1 on year. It may make it look like I wasn’t even trying, but
the TV (supposed boycott of mine or no), no First Thursday that’s OK with me. I can take the heat. More info soon...
get-togethers for a while and no more events for me to plan as

Miscellaneous Lotus/ELCC News
The EliseTalk web site and forum has changed its name to
LotusTalk. The new URL is obviously www.lotustalk.com.
•
Remember to buy a ELCC Photo Calendar. They will hopefully be available at the Holiday Party.
•
ALAN PERRY and JEFF COCHRAN are planning on doing
more track/lapping days in their Elises next year and are
inviting other ELCC members to join them. If you have

thought about doing a lapping day, but didn’t because you
didn’t think that you would know anyone else there or
didn’t know what to expect, contact Alan or Jeff. Their
contact info is in the membership roster.
•
Albert Lam, former CEO of Lotus Engineering, is now
working with electric car maker ZAP on engineering
projects in their joint venture with the Chinese company
Youngman Automotive Group.

Calendar Photo Selection Party by Mark Sterner
Actually, I named this event Mark's Toychest & Calendar
Photo Selection Night, but our amusing chairman used his
power of distortion in the Evite to make some overt reference to my Ebay addiction! But I forgive easily, especially
when it was in agreement that he was right.

donuts unintentionally. He was only semi-amused when I
told him that I had the traction control feature turned off.
Andy Keck tried his hand at a Nascar Chevrolet belchfire,
proceeding to knock off all four corners of the car, as well as
break the tranny! Mr. Keck is hard on equipment.

I haven't had a social event at my home for many years, and
it did my heart good to see my driveway and street lined
with various assorted Loti.
Attending were Roger
Croshaw, Jim Taylor, Randall Fehr, Jeff Cochran, Bob
Bentler, Alan Perry, Andy Keck, James Ochs, Chuck
DeKeyser, Don Christopher, David Caley, John Schneeman
and Doug Jackson with guest Ross Vick. My daughter,
Karyn Scott, worked overtime to see that all guests were
comfortable, relaxed, and well fed with a great buffet dinner. All sorts of car toys and art work to look at, a garage to
inspect, computer driving games to play, and Lotus DVDs
to watch, as well.

Time was also made for voting on photos submitted for next
year's 2008 club calendar. Quite a project, with a lot of pictures brought and a number of members e-mailing or mailing
their favorites to me and Andy. The evening was topped off
with a terrific colorful ELCC Lotus decorated cake, brought
by Chuck DeKeyser, that looked as good as it tasted. Fun
time, and I got all of the leftovers!

Upstairs, Don Christopher was kind enough to bring a laptop and projector screen setup where we could drive a
Grand Prix Legends Lotus 49 around a beautifully simulated Pacific Raceways. I think Chuck DeKeyser set a
record for hitting the most trees alongside the track.
Downstairs, Jim Taylor and Randall Fehr were taking a little Fiat Abarth very seriously, along with some classic
Lotus cars, trying to set good lap times around various test
tracks. Alan Perry switched to driving a present day
McLaren F1, and got quite good at doing Zanardi-type

Calendar Photo Selection Party by Alan Perry
OK, for starters, Mark’s photos above do not even come
close to representing the extent of his collection of motorsports (and Thunderboats and Back To The Future) memorabilia. Several rooms of stuff do not even appear in these
photos. The quality and quantity of his collection is very
impressive.
Also, I cannot say enough good things about Mark’s daughter and the hard work that she put into things making sure

that we were all fed or had something to drink. She did an
excellent job.
Finally, a 1:52 must be as fast as I will ever go around Pacific
Raceways. No matter how hard I tried, driving the Lotus 49
in Grand Prix Legends’ simulation of Pacific Raceways, I
could not put together a clean lap and the best that I could do
was a 1:52. This is also my best lap time driving the Elise
around the real Pacific Raceways.

Car Of The Month - Chris Phillips’ Caterham Seven
[Ed. note: this is the first of what will hopefully appear reg- opted for a wider-stance front suspension with adjustable Bilstein shocks along with four-pot racing calipers for the
ularly (or, at least, semi-regularly) in future newsletters]
brakes. Other options include a bigger radiator, a limited-slip
Build It or Buy It – It’s Still a Seven 50 Years Later
rear end and a six-quart dry sump to keep the oil in all the
by Chris Phillips
right places. The tab was just shy of $30K, plus a $150
Fifty years ago, after finishing his stint with the Royal Air engine hoist from Craig’s list.
Force, a British engineering student began applying his
All this, just so we can keep up with the Porsche GTs on the
interest in aviation to the creation of small, extremely lightback side of Pacific Raceway – oh, and we usually do if I can
weight sports cars. His name was Colin Chapman, and his
find a good line going into Turn 3A. The braking zone for
experiments with rebuilt Austins and aviation tubing eventhis car is scary small if you’re brave enough to find it.
tually drove him to create Lotus -- and the cars we love.
But this car is not just about fast. It’s really all about fun. On
In 1957, two things happened. I was born on an Air Force
the track, it almost (not quite) feels like a purpose-built race
Base in Dayton, Ohio. More importantly, in a small town
car, but on the street, it’s civilized enough to deliver grins
outside of London, Colin Chapman emerged from his
while touring the twisties on the Olympic Peninsula. The
garage with the Lotus Seven, a tiny, agile, inexpensive and
road feel and forgiveness from stupid mistakes is, dare I say,
somewhat ungainly looking sports car designed so simply
better than what you get in an Elise. The tires have lasted
that any bloke with a wrench set and a couple jack stands
more than a couple seasons, and the toughness and stiffness
could build one. It wasn’t long before the Lotus Seven
of this tiny car is quite amazing.
became the car of choice for weekend autocross drivers and
other track rats who wanted to compete against heavier, However, if you are looking for creature comforts, such as
real doors or a ventilation fan, buy an Elise. And beware that
costlier production sports cars.
stopping to get gas takes a minimum of 30 minutes due to
Fast forward to July 2005, when four enormous plywood
questions from curious onlookers and gawkers with cell
crates were unceremoniously dropped onto my driveway in
phone cameras.
Gig Harbor, Washington. Chapman’s vision had endured,
and my 16-year-old son Nick and I had become the latest Make no mistake. Building one of these G-carts is no walk in
the infield. It took my son and I at least 150 toilsome hours in
blokes to take up the challenge of building a Seven.
the garage, including a constant stream of desperate phone
Today the car is known as the Caterham Seven because
calls and emailed photos from Ben and Nathan at Rocky
Chapman went on to focus on building a winning racing
Mountain Sports Cars. My son played a Rob Thomas CD so
program. In 1973, he sold the design of the Seven to a
many times that I just can’t listen to it anymore. And my wife
small, family-owned company in Caterham, England, about
made us so many sandwiches that we now both have bad
30 minutes south of London. Today Caterham produces
lower backs. Without the help of all these people and other
hundreds cars a year, about half of which are built by the
friends, we would still be out in the garage trying to fit spacbuyers in their own garages. The other buyers (the smart
ing washers onto the upper mounting flange of the differenones?) order their cars in turn-key form from the factory.
tial bracket.
In 2005, Caterham upped their game by creating the CSR, a So, if you build one rather than buy it, I guarantee you will
wider car with an advanced chassis and a 260-bhp Cos- feel pain before you feel pleasure. But wouldn’t Colin Chapworth engine. It’s a track demon! But in the spring of 2005, man want it that way?
just before they retooled their factory for development of
the CSR, we ordered our traditional Seven because I
wanted a car close to what Chapman had created in his own
garage -- same dimensions and nearly the same weight.
Our car was crated and shipped just weeks before the factory shifted its production line over to CSR development.
The resulting Seven is ideal for weekend warriors like my
son and I. It weighs in at a scant 1,320 pounds wet and is
powered by a four-cylinder, 200-bhp (at 6500 rpm) motor
retrieved from a totaled Focus SVT Focus. The motor was
sourced from a junkyard in New York and completely
reconditioned by our friends at Rocky Mountain Sports
Cars in Denver.
To keep performance on par with today’s track activity, we
added a high-performance camshaft from Caterham, and

